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From Dust to Dust: Ethical and Practical Issues Involved in the Location, Exhumation,
and Identification of Bodies from Mass Graves
Erin D. Williams, John D. Crews
Foundation for Genetic Medicine, Inc., Reston, Virginia, USA

There are many potential purposes served by the investigation of human remains: criminal fact-finding, archaeological
exploration, forensic research, and others. This paper focuses on the identification of remains from mass graves to find
missing persons. The primary goal of such efforts is to honor the memory of the dead by bringing closure to living family members, thus supporting the human rights of both the living and the deceased. Cultures, customs, political, and interpersonal specifics will vary, but that singular goal should remain the central guiding principle. This article presents
ethical and practical issues resulting from efforts to locate, exhume, and identify the remains of mass fatalities.
Key words: death; DNA; DNA fingerprinting; ethics; forensic anthropology; forensic medicine; human rights; jurisprudence.

Excerpts from the Personal Journal of Erin Williams:
My God. Oh my God. I feel shock? Isolation?
Grief? Alone. A few hours ago a hijacked plane
crashed into one World Trade Center building in
New York City. Soon after, a second crashed into the
other tower. Then another crashed into the Pentagon
and a fourth crashed outside of Pittsburgh. My God.
As I watched on live television, first one, and
then the other World Trade Center towers collapsed.
Apparently people tried to flee by jumping out of windows. My God. I can’t imagine. The irony is not lost
on me. My friends were worried about my safety traveling here [to Croatia and Bosnia]. And in my absence, what United States government officials are
calling an “act of war” was committed in the US –
one in my home state of Virginia.
[September 11, 2001: Dubrovnik, Croatia]
It is estimated that about 40,000 bodies remain
unidentified in mass graves from the breakup of the
former Yugoslavia. Less than 4,000 are presumed
dead in the US from the 9-11 attacks. Unlike here, the
US attacks had no rape or concentration camps, no
years of bombing and war. And the number dead are
such a tiny percentage of the U.S. population compared with the percentage of the local population
killed by the wars in the Balkans. I am grieving for
myself, and yet my personal losses seem almost insignificant compared with those of the people around
me.
[September 20, 2001: Tuzla, Bosnia]

The September 11, 2001, attacks on the United
States’ World Trade Center and Pentagon were sudden, dramatic, well recorded, and heavily publicized.
That day is indelibly marked in the minds of the US
people. Though unpleasant to consider, the consequences of these attacks are not unique. Mass killings
have taken place around the world in a variety of venues for centuries (1). Exploration of the events that
cause mass casualties, and the scientific, ethical, and
humanitarian lessons learned from the identification
efforts that follow, may assist those whose families are
still dealing with grief, no matter their location or
circumstances.
Without direct experience, it is impossible to
grasp fully the effects of any tragedy on a population.
More specifically, within any population, individuals’
reactions to dealing with human remains will vary according to an assortment of factors. For instance, people may characterize the remains themselves as relatives, specimens (2), body, body parts, tissue, corpses,
property (3), heritage (4), evidence, objects (5), worthless materials (6), and eventually as archeological artifacts (7). Recognizing this variation, the authors believe that the best outsiders can do to assist survivors
of mass casualties is to approach them with humility,
a willingness to listen, and a desire to help.
The liberalization, democratization, and capitalization of countries in the 20th century opened the
doors for those advocating strict adherence to human
rights (8). Unfortunately, many societies that are the
beneficiaries of newly implemented human rights
within their countries have had to suffer the severe injustice of intense human rights violations before such
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reforms could take place. A number of humanitarian
organizations have been created to help bring justice
to the families of the missing, and also to bring some
level of respect to victims themselves (9,10). Physicians for Human Rights and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission are two such organizations. These
and other similarly oriented organizations face a spectrum of problems in gathering information on missing
persons (11). There are a great many reasons why a
government, population, or society would not want
to uncover its past (11).
In creating this article, we have drawn from a
wide array of sources. Many are specific to the situation in the former Yugoslavia because of our direct experience with the identification efforts there. The authors hope that the exploration of issues, no matter
their origin, will generate a resource of value to those
involved in identification efforts around the globe.
This paper focuses on efforts to find missing persons through the identification of remains from mass
graves. It begins by painting a contextual picture, with
some of the psychological effects that mass casualties
have both on a population and on those seeking to assist survivors. The next sections of the article introduce topics surrounding the identification process
and issues related to each topic. The final section returns to the central guiding principle that may serve as
the foundation for future work.
Psychological Effects of Mass Human Tragedy
on Survivors and Recovery Teams
Many of the ethical and pragmatic issues that
arise around the identification of human remains stem
from interactions between or involving surviving family members and humanitarian organizations’ recovery teams. Both of these groups are intimately involved in numerous aspects of the identification processes. However, both are also comprised of individuals in uniquely stressful situations. The following exploration of some typical characteristics and concerns
of survivors and workers dealing with human remains
is intended to engender understanding in order to
enhance opportunities for collaborative approaches
to issue resolution.
Survivor Characteristics
Without a body to bury, without assurance of
death, real grieving cannot even begin, because it is
viewed as disloyal. This is not denial, but reality.
Without the certainty of death, the status of family
members remains unclear. The women are not even
widows, but widows waiting to happen, an agonizing
role.
The families cannot “get over it,” nor should we.
When we push toward what is unattainable closure,
the anger and conflict result not because of their denial, but because of ours. A healthier goal is to learn
to live with grief and the legacy of unanswered questions. This is possible.
[A widow of the September 11, 2001,
attacks in the USA] (12).
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One major factor that undermines exhumation
and identification efforts is “poor communication
with the relatives of the missing” (13). Understanding
the survivor population is important, yet difficult because the effects of mass casualties on a population
are varied and complex. Violence can cause people
to lose not only their loved ones, but also their means
of income (14). It can deprive children of their parents
as well as their roots. Survivors may feel tremendous
guilt, not only for having lived while others perished,
but also for having taken measures, both through action and inaction, necessary to stay alive (15).
Survivors may have suffered not only the deaths
of those close to them, but also a series of other traumas. For instance in Bosnia, beginning in February
1992, the Serbian war machine initiated a campaign
to rid the province of its pro-independence Muslim
majority by, for example, subjecting women and
young girls to torture and rape (16). Men were held in
concentration camps, were starved, beaten, and often
murdered (8). Mosques were destroyed (16). The
shelling of hospitals and medical relief facilities by
the Bosnian Serb army compounded the population’s
injuries (8). Many well-educated Muslims were executed by the Bosnian Serb army (16), or fled to escape
the atrocities (17), often finding their way to other European countries or North America where they settled
as refugees (18).
For survivors of such traumas, even after the killing subsides, the effects may still multiply. Some opportunists may spread disinformation and conduct
scams “played out on desperate families, with meaningless but costly information peddled to them on the
whereabouts of the missing” (19). Those wishing to
obscure the past may seek to intimidate or undermine
not only survivors, but also those seeking to assist
them (20).
Some survivors in the former Yugoslavia believe
that thousands of the missing could still be “hidden by
the former warring parties in secret camps or places of
detention” (21). Not knowing the whereabouts of a
loved one creates what has been described as “tormenting uncertainty” (22) and a “painful limbo” (14).
Stress related to mass casualties can manifest itself physically with somatic presentations, such as
headaches, non-specific body pain, dizziness, weakness, and fatigue (15). Victims may also experience
psychiatric and social dysfunction (15). A major protective factor against the all of these effects is the presence of a community able to “provide mutual support
and nurture problem-solving strategies.”(15). In the
case of war, opposing forces routinely target these aspects of a community, leaving the population less
able to heal itself (23).
Post-war transition governments may pose another set of difficulties for survivors. They may seek to
“obliterate history and those who have been killed in
the past. In this situation, relatives have a new goal: to
struggle against oblivion and disinformation” (24).
Families of the missing may form support groups
and associations that encourage discussions and expressions about the past as well as enable collective
action and empowerment. However, in the case of
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Croatia and Bosnia, many of these associations, like
the individuals themselves, “suffer from some of the
direct effects of recent conflict – poor economic resources, communication difficulties (e.g., poor telephone lines or trouble traveling to entities under the
influence of opposing groups), recent exposure to
trauma, great uncertainty about their futures, and a society influenced by a confusing mixture of international organizations with different mandates” (21).
An array of activities is necessary to heal survivors. “The International Commission of the Red Cross
(ICRC) has identified three principal categories of
family needs and priorities: information, accountability, and acknowledgement” (25). Individuals must begin the healing process by recognizing their own suffering, as this is the first step toward reconciliation
(23). This may be difficult while loved ones remain
missing, and while coming to grips with the fact that
many criminals will remain unpunished (26).
The identification of human remains and prompt
access to information about the missing can put a stop
to the ongoing pain of not knowing the whereabouts
of loved ones. It can enable relatives to provide funeral services (22). It can facilitate mourning and acceptance that a loved one is deceased, and can provide evidence for prosecution and justice. At the
same time, continued searches for the missing can
“serve as an active reminder to the families that the
crimes committed against them have not been forgotten” (15). Seeing progress made to address the concerns expressed by the family groups may further help
to cement their empowerment.
It has been suggested that “social reform is the
best medicine for victims of war and atrocity, this
means public recognition and justice” (23). Adherence to humanitarian treaties and the establishment
of a “lasting legal order” (27) can, in our view, help to
bring justice and the restoration of rights to a
disempowered populace, and to prevent future human rights abuses. In this way, a community can both
heal itself, and create a sustainable future.
Recovery Team Characteristics
One consequence of humanitarian and recovery
operations is coming into contact with bodies of people that have died under tragic or horrible circumstances. You may be assigned the mission of recovering, processing, and perhaps burying human remains.
The victims may include women, elderly people, or
small children and infants for whom we feel an innate
empathy. Being exposed to children who have died
can be especially distressing, particularly for individuals who have children of their own (5).
Individuals tasked with assisting families and
handling human remains face many of the same feelings and obstacles as the survivors. Staff members are
likely to experience a range of emotions – from sorrow, regret, and repulsion to disgust, anger and guilt,
to overwhelming feelings of anxiety, to futility (5).
The staff may also be stressed by obfuscation and intimidation by belligerent forces (14). To combat the
effects of intimidation, an organization can publicize
its activities and the barriers it faces, creating a buffer
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of public pressure and awareness (14). To reduce staff
stress associated with handling human bodies, organizations can limit exposure to stimuli from the bodies by using screens, masks, gloves, covers, and the
like (5).
For individual staff members, programs should
be established to prepare them ahead of time for the
types of sights, smells, situations, and emotions they
are likely to encounter (5). During the operation, staff
members should be regularly reminded of the value
of what each is contributing (5). Staff should also be
encouraged to take care of one another, sharing feelings and experiences, bonding, grieving, and laughing together (5).
Organizations should make mental health resources available to staff members as well as to the
survivor community (28). Each organization should
require its staff members to rest and tend to their own
needs; otherwise they may neglect themselves or feel
guilty for taking personal time while others are still
suffering (5). Staff members should, for example, have
time to exercise, eat healthy and regular meals, spend
quality time with loved ones, and engage in other activities that reduce their overall stress and anxiety levels. At the conclusion of the operations or employment, staff members should be made aware that they
may continue to experience a range of emotions
rooted in their work. They should be instructed to
seek a place to express themselves and receive support (5).
The authors believe that organizations should
make every reasonable effort to address to staff members’ needs, recognizing both the difficulty and the
importance of their tasks. Stress embodied in a staff is
likely to manifest itself in the organization as a whole.
For an organization to ensure that it is fulfilling its humanitarian purpose, it must care for and nurture those
doing its work.
Questions and Issues Involved in Exhuming
and Identifying Bodies from Mass Graves
Even in situations in which survivors and recovery teams are ideally cared for, numerous issues may
arise around the exhumation and identification process. These may be technical, pragmatic, ethical, social, and/or legal in nature. This section of the article
describes many of these issues, and proposes resulting questions. Answers to those questions, while outside the scope of this paper, warrant future attention.
Locating and Exhuming Bodies
Examples and Issues. According to the Geneva
Convention of 1949, Articles 130 and 136, States are
required to help with the location process: “the Detaining Power shall forward lists of graves of deceased
internees to the Powers on whom the deceased internees depended. … Such lists shall include all particulars necessary for the identification of the deceased internees, as well as the exact location of their
graves” (29). These provisions are buttressed by those
of Article 32, which states that families have the right
to “know the fate of their relatives” (30).
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Other sections of the Convention spell out an associated range of rights and obligations. “Each Party
to the conflict shall search for the persons who have
been reported missing” and “all relevant information”
concerning missing persons should be released to facilitate such searches (Article 33). “Relevant information” means records of “persons who have been detained, imprisoned or otherwise held in captivity for
more than two weeks… or who have died during any
period of detention” (Section 2 of Article 32). The Detaining Party also has an obligation to “facilitate and,
if needed, carry out the search for and the recording of
information” on persons who may have died while in
captivity. All parties will endeavor to facilitate the recovery and identification of remains from battlefield
areas (Section 4).
A government in whose territory mass graves exist may assist with the location efforts even if it is not a
“Detaining Power” as described in the Geneva Convention. One example of this was provided by the actions of the Croatian government following Serbian
forces’ egregious actions in September 1991. Serbian
forces had made an agreement to release patients and
civilians from a hospital in Vukovar, a city in the eastern Slavonia, a Croatian province (31). However, instead they transported the Croats to Ovèara, a large
farm in the vicinity of Vukovar, where they beat, tortured, and summarily executed them (31). Though
Croatia was neither the aggressor nor the Detaining
Power, Croat officials took it upon themselves to assist families of the missing by exhuming and identifying some of these remains in the summer of 1998
(31).
Despite international legal requirements to the
contrary, “Detaining Powers” and others may not always be forthcoming with locations of mass gravesites. One example of this followed the infamous
1995 incident in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH): the
Srebrenica massacre. Serbian forces took control of
the Dutch-held United Nations enclave of Srebrenica,
and during the four days that followed Serbian forces
killed approximately 8,000 men and boys (19).
After the massacre, the Serbian government, and
the Serbian-held enclave of BiH, Republika Srpska
(RS), was not helpful in efforts to locate the mass
gravesites of the Srebrenica victims (19). The Human
Rights Chamber, Bosnia and Herzegovina (HRCBiH), established under Annex 6 to the 1995 Dayton
Peace Agreement between Bosnia, Croatia, and Serbia, officially expressed its disappointment in a decision released on March 7, 2003:
…the Chamber concluded that the Republika
Srpska’s failure to make accessible and disclose information requested by the applicants about their missing loved ones, last seen in the Srebrenica in July
1995, constitutes a violation of its positive obligations to secure respect for the rights to private and
family life, as guaranteed by Article 8 of the Convention. In addition, the Republika Srpska’s failure to inform the applicants about the truth of the fate and
whereabouts of their missing loved ones, including
conducting a meaningful and effective investigation
into the massacre at Srebrenica in July 1995, violates
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their rights to be free from inhuman and degrading
treatment, as guaranteed by Article 3 of the Convention. Lastly, the Chamber concluded that the Republika Srpska discriminated against the applicants due
to their Bosniak origin. The Chamber stated that ‘in
the context for the Srebrenica cases, these violations
are particularly egregious since this event resulted in
the largest and most horrific mass execution of civilians in Europe in the second half of the twentieth century. Moreover, the violations reflect a total indifference by the authorities of the Republika Srpska to the
suffering of the Bosniak Community (32).
Through the pioneering work of the International
Commission on Missing Persons, created at the G-7
summit in Lyon, France, held on June 27-29, 1996
(33), and other international organizations, such as
the ICRC, local entities, and scientists, over 1,200
DNA matches of the victims of Srebrenica have been
made as of 11 April 2003 (personal communication,
Director of Forensic Science Program, International
Commission on Missing Persons). Despite these successes, the task at hand in the former Yugoslavia is
enormous with an estimated 40,000 missing regionwide (5,25,34-38).
Both States and individuals may be reluctant to
come forward with gravesite location information for
fear of self-incrimination. This fear may be well
founded given that article 18 of the 1995 United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the
Treatment of Offenders specifies that, “Persons who
have or are alleged to have committed [acts of enforced disappearance] shall not benefit from any special amnesty law or similar measures that might have
the effect of exempting them from any criminal
proceedings or sanction.”
It is speculated that military and surveillance
sources may refuse to release gravesite location information because it would mean revealing classified capabilities such as, for example, satellite technology
and counterintelligence. Those seeking their missing
relatives may also be hesitant to make inquiries for
fear of retribution (39).
Once gravesites are located, the exhumation
process may be complicated. For instance, as the authors experienced during their work in Bosnia, some
gravesites have been rigged with land mines to prevent the recovery of evidence. Others are located in
technically challenging areas, such as one in a 70-meter-deep mineshaft (19).
Despite the range of difficulties, helping families
to locate remains is at least as necessary as it is daunting. For example, as the Srebrenica Justice Campaign
explained:
The issue of exhumation, identification, and
proper reburial of bodies from the forests and mass
graves around Srebrenica is of paramount importance to the Srebrenica relatives. Without this they
are haunted by the hope that their loved ones may
still be alive, imprisoned in Serbia. They also feel the
truth of the massacre is in danger of being covered up
by politicians of their own and foreign governments
(13).
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Resulting Questions:
1. In what circumstances, if any, should potential criminals be guaranteed immunity from prosecution if they assist in the location of mass graves, given
the ethical implications and the fact that it is not permitted according to Article 18 of the 1995 United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the
Treatment of Offenders?
2. Is there a means other than the granting of immunity that would allow and encourage individuals
and/or States with information about the location of
mass graves to come forward?
3. In what circumstances, if any, may military
and surveillance sources be compelled to release
classified information to assist in the location of mass
graves?
4. Is there a means other than the disclosure of
classified information that would allow and encourage military and surveillance sources with information about the location of mass graves to come
forward?
5. What protocols are most effective at reducing
the risk of physical injury to those exhuming bodies
from mass graves?
6. How can threats of retribution and obfuscation be best avoided and confronted?
Commingling of Remains, Misidentification,
and Burial
Examples and Issues. The accurate identification
of human remains from mass graves is impossible to
guarantee in every case. Some commingling of remains occurs through natural processes, such as
down-slope movement accompanied by rainwater
(27).
The Geneva Convention of 1949 gives specific
instructions on care and handling of human remains:
Article 130: The detaining authorities shall ensure that internees who die while interned are honourably buried, if possible according to the rites of
the religion to which they belonged, and that their
graves are respected, properly maintained, and
marked in such a way that they can always be recognized.
Deceased internees shall be buried in individual
graves unless unavoidable circumstances require the
use of collective graves (29).
Article 34 provides that once hostilities subside
between antagonistic parties, each party should “facilitate access to gravesites by relatives,” “maintain
such gravesites permanently,” and “facilitate the return of remains… to the home country upon request”
(29). However, implementing these regulations is not
necessarily straight forward, even for a willing party.
In the former Yugoslavia, numerous factors challenge the identification process. In many graves, recovered remains have been stripped of potential leads
to their identity, such as personal documents and jewelry (31). Bodies have been recovered with clothing
and personal articles that do not match their identities
as confirmed by DNA testing (author’s unpublished
results). In some instances, in order to hide their
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crimes, Bosnian Serbs used heavy earthmoving equipment to hurriedly exhume and re-deposit remains
from mass graves into secondary graves sites, and further still re-deposited multiple secondary sites into
tertiary sites, disarticulating, commingling, mangling,
and crushing the remains (19,30).
As the authors experienced in Bosnia and Herzegovina, pieces of remains in these conditions must be
matched not only with profiles of missing persons,
but also with one another. Protocols for declaring a
set of remains “complete” and potentially returning
them to families may vary, e.g., depending on
whether a body is missing a finger, or whether a finger
is missing a body. When the graves are many years
old, ante-mortem identification is unreliable. Human
faces will have decayed beyond recognition, and relatives may have difficulty saying with certainty what
missing loved ones were wearing or holding on a specific day a decade earlier. In a minority of cases, the
quality of DNA obtained from recovered remains
might not be high enough to support DNA-based
identification (40-42). In addition, in our professional
experience, testing in populations with low genetic
diversity, and/or on highly degraded remains that
yield low-quality DNA, can make DNA-based identification possible, but less informative.
Families and states may want to have remains returned and repatriated, or at least buried in accordance with their religious traditions (43). These burial
traditions can be quite significant and important to
family members (43). Some traditions maintain that
rituals involving the dead body are necessary to ensure peace in the afterlife (44). Traditions in Jewish
and Muslim faiths require the burial of bodies and
body parts (45). To the contrary, those in the Hindu
faith, require cremation (45). When only a sampling
of remains from a grave can be identified, it is not possible to say with certainty that all, or even the majority
of bodies in a particular grave come from a particular
State or tradition, raising serious questions about the
appropriate way to dispose of commingled remains.
Resulting Questions:
1. What level of predicted success for identifications is necessary to justify exhumation and identification procedures?
2. What, if any, is the point at which the identification of remains using DNA technologies is impracticable?
3. What level of error is acceptable in identification procedures?
4. What steps are feasible to reduce the error
rate?
5. How should ante-mortem/post-mortem-comparison based identifications and eyewitness accounts be incorporated into the identification processes, given their unreliable nature?
6. Given the complexities of DNA-identification
analysis, what information should be released to family members?
7. Are genetic counselors needed to interpret
the DNA-identification analysis for family members?
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8. What level and types of data are necessary to
make an identification and/or to inform family members of results?
9. How much of a body is the minimum that
may be considered “complete” and/or returned to a
family?
10. What is the correct procedure in the event
that a misidentification is discovered after a body has
been returned to authorities or family members?
11. What proportion of remains from a mass
grave must be identified before all bodies therein are
presumed to be from and delivered to a particular
State?
12. How should funeral rituals be conducted for
commingled mass graves containing or likely to contain remains from more than one religious tradition?
Declaring Death
And every September 19th
(soon it will be four years,
can so many years have gone by?)
I will have to ask her again
If there is any news if they have heard anything
And she will say no, thank you very much,
I appreciate your concern,
But her eyes will keep saying
Wordlessly
What they said the very first time
(soon it will be three years –
how is that possible?)
No, thank you very much,
I appreciate your concern,
But I am not a widow
So stay away from me,
Don’t ask me for anything,
I won’t marry you,
I am not a widow
I am not a widow
Yet.
[Poem by Ariel Dorfman] (46).
Examples and Issues. In the opinion of at least
one commentator, it is in the family’s objective interest to accept that nearly all of the missing are dead as
early as possible to begin the grieving process (47).
However, one could legitimately ask whether it is
ever appropriate to impose an external notion of “best
interests” on family members against their wishes. Indeed, despite indicators to the contrary, many family
members of those missing from the conflicts in the
Balkans “believe that thousands of the missing could
still be hidden by the former warring parties in secret
camps or places of detention” (21).
A legal declaration of death can serve family
members in numerous ways. It can help to eliminate
some guilt associated with moving on with one’s life,
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and may also provide information necessary to receive life insurance, wills, pensions, and other benefits (48). However, in some circumstances, issuing a
death certificate may not soothe families. For instance, following the Srebrenica massacre, many families refused to accept the “paper death” offered in the
form of a legal “death attestation” (19). “Families
claimed their missing were being written off, that the
search for places of hidden detention was inadequate,
and that information was no substitute for bodies”
(19).
A declaration of death should not prevent the
prosecution or punishment of those who fail to honor
their legal obligations to come forward with information on missing persons. According to the 1995 First
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime
and the Treatment of Offenders, Article 17: “Acts constituting enforced disappearance shall be considered
a continuing offence as long as the perpetrators continue to conceal the fate and the whereabouts of persons who have disappeared.” Article 19 gives the victims of acts of enforced disappearance and their families the right to “obtain redress” and “have the right to
adequate compensation, including the means for as
complete rehabilitation as possible. In the event of the
death of the victim as a result of an act of enforced disappearance… dependents shall also be entitled to
compensation.” The liability of those concealing remains may be criminal (Article 4) or civil (Article 5),
may stem from any measure taken to curtail or impede an investigation (Article 13), and may be enforced against States (Article 13) or individuals (Article 16). However, none of these legal tools answer
the questions of precisely when it is appropriate to
declare the death of a missing person.
Resulting Questions:
1. When, if ever, is it appropriate to issue a legal
death attestation for a missing person?
2. Should similarly situated families be allowed
to select different options regarding the timing of the
issuance?
3. When, if ever, should a family be issued a legal death attestation against its wishes?
4. If the wishes of the family members have an
effect on the issuance of a legal death attestation, how
should disagreement among family members be addressed?
5. Who should have control over the process
and timing of the issuance of a legal death attestation
or certificate for a missing person?
6. Should the availability of benefits affect the
timing and process of the declaration of the death of a
missing person?
7. What effect, if any, should the issuance of a
death attestation have on efforts to locate a missing
person?
Other Topics Merit the Consideration
Several other areas of inquiry bear investigation.
Numerous questions and issues are raised by the storage of genetic and familial data concerning how it
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should be collected and secured, when it must be released, whether, if ever, it can be used for purposes
other than direct identification, and what sort of informed consent is necessary in each case. The presence of multiple parties, such as criminal investigators, family associations, government officials, humanitarian organizations, and other national and international groups also creates a host of issues concerning their rights, responsibilities, and interactions
with one another. Furthermore, regardless of the
amount of planning and training that goes into an effort to identify human remains, some unexpected issue(s) are bound to arise. Investigation of these issues,
while is outside the scope of this paper, are critical to
facilitate future identification efforts.
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Conclusion
A range of legitimate purposes exists for the exploration of human remains in mass gravesites. The
prosecution of war criminals and the capture of potential repeat offenders are two such examples. However, the issues and questions raised by this article are
specifically related to exploration for the purpose of
identifying missing persons. For those, the main guiding principle is easily stated: to assist the families of
the missing. The breadth of this principle suggests that
the articulation of specific objectives directed at resolving individual issues is required to generate appropriate protocols. While formulating the specifics is
necessary for any organization to navigate successfully, regular reference back to the guiding principle
should help to light the way.
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Questions and Issues Involved in Exhuming and Identifying Bodies from Mass Graves. Even in situations in which survivors and recovery teams are ideally cared for, numerous issues may arise around the exhumation and identification pro-cess. These may be technical,
pragmatic, ethical, so-cial, and/or legal in nature. This section of the article describes many of these issues, and proposes result-ing
questions. Answers to those questions, while out-side the scope of this paper, warrant future attention. Locating and Exhuming Bodies.
Examples and Issues. From Dust to Dust: Ethical and Practical Issues Involved in the Location, Exhumation, and Identification of Bodies
from Mass Graves. Erin D. Williams, John D. Crews CMJ 2003; 44: 251-258. Full Text - PDF. Forensic Science. Quantitative
Polymerase Chain Reaction-based Assay for Estimating DNA Yield Extracted from Domestic Cat Specimens.Â Development of a
Quality, High Throughput DNA Analysis Procedure for Skeletal Samples to Assist with the Identification of Victims from the World Trade
Center Attacks. Mitchell M. Holland, Christopher A. Cave, Charity A. Holland, Todd W. Bille CMJ 2003; 44: 264-272. Full Text - PDF.
Specific Quantification of Human Genomes from Low Copy Number DNA Samples in Forensic and Ancient DNA Studies. For centuries,
dead bodies have been wrapped in shrouds, placed inside coffins, buried below ground, or cremated. Soon, residents of Washington
state will have another option: To turn a loved ones' remains into composted soil for use in the garden. The new rule, which allows for
"the contained, accelerated conversion of human remains into soil" will go into effect in May 2020, the first of its kind in the US. The
news is exciting for a startup called Recompose, which aims to provide consumers with a body-composing service as an alternative to
cremation (by far the most popular death ritual practiced in Washington today). In order to accelerate the natural decomposition process,
Recompose plans to put corpses into steel vessels, where they'll stay for a month. We all know, gender inequality has been persisting in
the west for the last at least 2000 years. And, while the cost of living has been rising steadily in the first 50 years after WWII in
industrialized countries, it has been rather stagnant over the last couple of decades. To the contrary, in some cases - US, Europe - a
rather deflationary trend has appeared. A clear sign for it, is negative interest rates in many industrialized countries. So, the NYT is
trying to make you believe what isn't - all to justify their "prediction" of a massive population reduction; to make you get used to the
diabolical covid-plan - and perhaps to sow just a little bit of fear.

